by migration for variable midpoint and zero offset (poststack migration). This artificial operator separation is actually only allowed for horizontally stratified media (k!J" = 0), as can be easily seen from relation (7). When the data contain dip information, an alternative procedure must be followed. It was shown in the previous section from a wave theoretical point of view that an exact wave field extrapolation operator separation is not possible for the midpoint-offset space. However, in the literature several interesting procedures in the midpoint-offset space have been proposed which are based on geometrical considerations.
Introduction
It has been shown by Be&out (1982) that a seismic experiment can be elegantly described by a sequence of independent one-way processes, which is schematically represented by S-+W++R-tW---+D+P.
(1)
A wave field, generated by sources S at the surface, propagates downward into the earth, which is described by one-way wave field extrapolation operator W+. In the subsurface this wave field is reflected, described by R, and propagates upward to the surface again, described by one-way operator W-. At the surface the wave field is registered by detectors D, resulting in a seismic registration P. Based on this model, Berkhout discusses prestack modeling as well as prestack migration schemes for subcritical primary data in inhomogeneous fluids. Optionally multiple reflections can be included in modeling as well as in migration schemes by applying a feed-back system at each major reflecting boundary. An alternative approach to prestack modeling and prestack migration is discussed by Wapenaar and Berkhout (1984) . They propose methods which are based on two-way wave field extrapolation, which is schematically represented by
Here [P, -jwVzlr describes the total wave field in terms of pressure P and particle velocity V, (o denotes circular frequency), while ?y describes the two-way wave propagation effects (downgoing and upgoing reflected waves) between two depth levels. Relation (2) holds for primary as well as multiple reflected longitudinal P-waves in inhomogeneous fluids. In this paper the two-way extrapolation algorithm, which is accurate up to 90 degrees, will be generalized for full elastic media, according to I- 
Discussion
In comparison with conventional acoustic one-way migration schemes, the full elastic prestack two-way migration scheme, as introduced in this paper, has the following advantages: use of the square root operator is avoided, true CDP-stacking is accomplished, multiple reflected waves are properly handled, and wave conversion is properly handled. For a proper handling of multiple reflections and wave conversion, accurate knowledge of the subsurface model is required. Therefore the scheme should preferably be applied iteratively. We implemented a full elastic two-way wave equation migration scheme for 1-D inhomogeneous media, using an imaging principle in the ray parameter domain. It will be shown with the aid of numerical examples that the angle dependent P-P and P-SV reflectivities can be recovered independently.
